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Over the last few years, nanoscience and nanotechnology have been the focus of
significant research attention, both from academia and industry. This sustained focus
has in-turn driven the interdisciplinary field of material science research to the forefront
of scientific inquiry through the creation and study of nanomaterials. Nanomaterials
play an important role in the development of new materials as they can be used to
influence and control physical properties and specific characteristics of other materials.
Nanostructured materials that have been created include nanoparticles, nanocapsules,
nanoporous materials, polymer multi-layers to name a few. These are increasingly used
across applications as diverse as automotive, environment, energy, catalysis, biomedical,
pharmaceutical, and polymer industries. The Encyclopedia of Polymeric Nanomaterials
(EPN) intends to be a comprehensive reference work on this dynamic field studying
nanomaterials within the context of the relationship between molecular structure and the
properties of polymeric materials.
Alphabetically organized as an encyclopedic Major Reference Work, EPN will cover
the subject along multiple classification axes represented by name, source, properties,
function, and structures or even processes, applications and usage. The underlying
themes of the encyclopedia has been carefully identified to be based not just on materialbased and function-based representation but also on structure- and process-based
representation. The encyclopedia will have an exclusive focus on polymeric nanomaterials
(for e.g., nanoceramics, nanocomposites, quantum dots, thin films) and will be a first
of its kind work to have such an organization providing an overview to the concepts,
practices and applications in the field. The encyclopedia intends to cover research and
development work ranging from the fundamental mechanisms used for the fabrication of
polymeric nanomaterials to their advanced application across multiple industries.
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